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Is the new bridge on the
cemetery side going to be
accessible?

Are other potential locations for
new pitches/sports facilities
being actively
considered/progressed?

Why not just move the
crematorium and all the
traffic elsewhere?

Do you have statistics for
how far back the existing
estates are?

-Why putting in a duck pond
where the Cuala pitch is? When
the sea is close and there's a
pond in the castle?

Why can't you upgrade the
facilities we already have? eg.
Shanganagh cliffs and
Stonebridge

School pitches are not used
during summer months, can they
be used instead?

If Clontra land can't be bought,
could it be temporarily leased?

Can you share details
of what land in the
area you've
considered acquiring
and why it's not
possible?

What types of planting are you
doing?

Are you planting anything
other than trees?
flowers/bushes?

How will you protect
wildlife from new
apartments?

How many trees are you cutting
down?

When are more trees going to
be planted?
What is the timescale?

Your biodiversity narrative is that
our abilitiy to make the park
biodiverse requires the
implementation of this plan. Why
can't biodiversity continue without
implementing this plan?

Will there be more grass
cutting/heavy vehicles?

How did the grass
pitch respond during
hot summers?

Why are you putting
the pond where it is?

Are you going to
knock down any of
the trees?

Are you leaving
wildlife around the
castle?

How will you make
up for wildlife being
disturbed?

Why move biodiverse
habitats next to a busy,
noisy road?

How many trees are
we going to lose?
What's the timelines
for replanting?

Why do we need a
manmade pond?
We have natural
habitat, we don't need
manmade attraction

Pond area- is
it open or
reed grassed
attenuation
area?
Depth and
Safety issues
to consider?
How can
additional
biodiversity be
encourage.
Attract more
species to
area.

When will Shanganagh Castle
be developed?

Could you store water from
winter flooding to use in
summer?

How much of the east side
of the park will even be left
in 10 years with coastal
erosion?

Would you agree that the
masterplan is wrong in
line with climate crisis?

Why wasn't petition considerd
in last report

Show the submissions,
Level of support for master
plan pre covid

What was the issue with
the judical review and how
will this be avoided this
time?

how many schools have you
talked to?

How is all this feedback going
to be fed back to the council?
Is it going to happen before
plans are finalised or is it just
going to be a PR exercise?

Report from biodiversity study?
Report from traffic study?
Report from parking ideas and
number anticipated.

Have you held a similar
workshop with sports clubs? Will
the details of that session be
made public?

Where will our
feedback go? Will
everyone know what
our feedback is?

Do DLR see themselves as
custodians or owners? Then
listen to the public, who use
and fund it

Do key decision-makers
live in the area + avail of
the current park facilities? How will the councillors be

involved?

How big will the cycle lane be?

Will the cycle path be
separate from the walking
path?

Why won't council commit to
doing an EIA?

Why wouldn't the council
do an environmental
impact assesment? Even
if not required.

Has an environmental
impact study been
conducted on these
proposed works? If not
then one should be
carried out as it is clearly
going to haean adverse
impact on the wildlife in
the 3rd midde field

Environmental impact assessment
is required by law! Why won't
dlrcoco do this?

Questions aroung the legality
of project without EIA

Your EIA study noted that the
study was not carried out at a
time that was optimal for
measuring impact on birds and
mammals. What is your response
to that?

Will there be any Food or drink
stops?

Where are the new
facilities in Shanganagh
Castle going to be, at the
old visitior centre?

Where are the current
changing rooms? Where
are the new ones
planned?

What is the purpose of floodlit
sprint track?

Are there other parks in DLR
with 24 hr access?

how much is it going to cost
and where is the money
coming from?

Budget and timeline for
remaining Phases?

What contributions is
being make for site in
Shanganagh Park?

how much did this cost to date? How much is this costing?
What revenue will the council get
from running these facilities?

Can you share the economic
justification for moving pitches
rather than fixing drainage and
upgrading pitches where they
are?

% of growth & sporting
footprints
- show how it seems like a lot
not but it's supporting growth

Does decreasing the park
size for recreation use
make sense with an ever
increasing population and
demand on thecurrent
facilities?

Where is the sewage
works going for the new
houses?

Are there going to be more
street lights aswell as
foodlights?

What will happen to
residents by
floodlights?-trees for
protection, only certain
times

Good to see that
measures are being
considered for floodlights
to reduce light pollution.
Have the restricted times
on the lights arlready been
finalised or can local
residents feed into this?

can you not put floodlights on the
front pitch?

Will it be dark on the way to
the pitch?

Have the restricted times on the
lights arlready been finalised or
can local residents feed into this?

What is the ratio of car
parkspaces to homes?

What will the finish be like
on the carpark?

Where will the 70 car
parking spaces for the
clubs going?

Will the dart station use new car
park?

% parking for new
development?

Will the 70 new spaces be open
to residents from new
developments? how do we tackle parking?

how can we avoid
people parking in
residential areas?

Have you asked St
Annes residents about
the parking issues?

Cuala are coming
from Dalkey - where
are they going to
park and manage
traffic?

This is a positive but
will the good work
be counteracted byt
the additoinal car
usage?

Where are these
4000 people
parking?Assuming
a large percentage
will aquire parking

Local residents (St Annes
& Castlefarm) worried
about parking. Is there
only going to be 70 extra
spaces? Could other
parking facilities be
considered?

Have you done
traffic modelling and
footfall analysis of
when clubs are at
the park?

Will the path be bigger
because of more people
coming? Widen Paths? Walking connectivity?

Where are elderly people, people
with small children to walk?

What is the council's
opposition to using existing
pitches?

why cant you do one pitch
GAA and one soccer?

Cuala have use of 8
pitches in the area. Why
not make their pitch
somewhere else

Who is getting the pitches in
Cherrywood, need to be assigned

When not being used will it be
open to the broader public?
Can the public use the grass?

How long will we have the cuala
pitch in the interim?

Is the pitch going to be sand
based or astroturf?

How much of the park
can we use when the
pitches etc are built?

other pitches separate
to phase 1- why?

Are the pitches
closed/gated?

Will there be another
astroturf? It's always
really busy

Why can't the
pitches for Cuala
be in Dalkey?

Where did the current plan
originate? Was it
suggested/requested by
existingpark users + local
residents?

No new carpark in the
master plan. When will the
masterplan be delivered?
It provides far more
adequate facilities. What is Phase 2?

What's the main thing that has
changed since the last round of
plans?

Will the playground be
disability friendly?
Why not leave most active
section close to public
transport

Are you doing anything on
the other side of the
DART?

Where are the baseball
courts?

Couldnt you build another
astro on other side of
DART?

Indoor facilities not
considered with th nearest
gym + pool facility in
Loughlins town has there
bee a similar facility
consider at Shanganagh?

What is the purpose of floodlit
sprint track? Seems expensive &
hassle, with not much benefit

How many meetings have
taken place with sports clubs
and what was discussed at
them?

How much time was spent on
sports activities? will the park run change?

Astroturf is very busy-
can you add more?

Could sport not be
catered for on a
brownfield site?



Timelines How long will all this take?
Will there be a clash with
dates to submit ABP

Lack of clarity of timings-
is it all happening in phase
1?

need to know how long the
process takes - when will the
pitches be in?

No new carpark in the master
plan.
When will the masterplan be
delivered? It provides far more
adequate facilities. When will Phase 2 happen


